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(54) GAS SUPPLY METHOD AND GAS SUPPLY EQUIPMENT

(57) A gas-filling device (1) in which the design pres-
sure of a pressure accumulator can be reduced while
downsizing a compressor includes a compressor (4) and
a pressure accumulator (5). In advance, a relationship
between a filling pressure and a target flow rate is deter-
mined in accordance with the volume of a tank (3), the
filling pressure is detected, and the target flow rate is
determined. A flow rate of a gas to be supplied into the

tank (3) is controlled according to the target flow rate. In
a case where the target flow rate is equal to or less than
a maximum discharge flow rate of the compressor (4),
the gas is supplied to the tank (3) only from the compres-
sor (4). In a case where the target flow rate is greater
than the maximum discharge flow rate, the gas is sup-
plied to the tank (3) from the compressor (4) and the
pressure accumulator (5).
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to a method of
supplying a gas to a tank and a gas supply apparatus.

[Background Art]

[0002] Recently, there is a concern about influences
of global warming and air pollution due to carbon dioxide
(CO2), nitrogen oxide (NOX), suspended particulate mat-
ters (PM), and the like contained in exhaust gases of
vehicles. Therefore, there is an increasing attention to a
fuel cell-powered vehicle (FCV) driven by utilizing electric
energy based on chemical reactions of hydrogen and
oxygen with a loaded fuel cell instead of the conventional
gasoline internal combustion engine type vehicle.
[0003] The fuel cell-powered vehicle neither discharg-
es carbon dioxide described above nor discharges other
harmful substances. With excellent energy efficiency in
comparison to the gasoline internal combustion engine
type vehicle and the like, the fuel cell-powered vehicle
has various advantages that are not provided in the gaso-
line internal combustion engine type vehicle.
[0004] When broadly divided, the fuel cell-powered ve-
hicle includes a type of supplying hydrogen from a hy-
drogen station and a type of supplying fuel other than
hydrogen and manufacturing hydrogen by an in-vehicle
reformer. From an effect of reducing carbon dioxide
(CO2) and the like, the former type is regarded as more
advantageous. Therefore, there is an urgent need for re-
searching and developing the fuel cell-powered vehicle
and the hydrogen station for supplying hydrogen to the
vehicle.
[0005] A filling system station disclosed in Patent Doc-
ument 1 includes two buffer containers and a compres-
sor. The buffer containers and the compressor are re-
spectively connected to a supply line connected to a tank
of a vehicle. At the time of filling the tank with a gas, the
gas is respectively supplied from the buffer containers
and the compressor via the supply line at the same time.
[0006] Patent Document 2 discloses a method in which
at the time of filling a tank with a gas, a pressurized gas
is firstly and instantaneously blown in, the internal pres-
sure of the tank is measured, and the tank is filled with
the gas while controlling pressure increase speed of the
tank.

[Citation List]

[Patent Document]

[0007]

[Patent Document 1] JP 2010-534308 A
[Patent Document 2] JP 2010-520977 A

[Summary of the Invention]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention]

[0008] When a tank is filled with a gas by utilizing only
a compressor, there is a need for ensuring a flow rate of
the gas to be supplied to the tank from the compressor.
Thus, the size of the compressor is increased. When the
tank is filled with the gas by utilizing only a pressure ac-
cumulator, there is a need for storing a high-pressure
gas in the pressure accumulator. Thus, the design pres-
sure of the pressure accumulator is increased.
[0009] The present invention is achieved in consider-
ation with the above problems, and an object thereof is
to provide a gas-filling apparatus in which the design
pressure of a pressure accumulator can be reduced while
downsizing a compressor.

[Means for Solving the Problems]

[0010] In order to solve the above problems, according
to the present invention, a gas supply method in which
a gas is supplied to a tank by using a compressor and a
pressure accumulator arranged in parallel to the com-
pressor, the pressure accumulator being capable of stor-
ing the gas compressed by the compressor, includes a
flow rate determination step of determining a relationship
between a filling pressure that serves as a pressure of
the gas to be supplied to the tank and a target flow rate
that serves as a target value of a flow rate of the gas to
be supplied to the tank before supplying the gas to the
tank from the compressor, and a flow rate control step
of detecting the filling pressure, determining the target
flow rate, and controlling the flow rate of the gas to be
supplied into the tank according to the target flow rate,
wherein in the flow rate control step, the gas is supplied
to the tank only from the compressor in a case where the
target flow rate is equal to or less than a maximum dis-
charge flow rate of the compressor, and the gas is sup-
plied to the tank from the compressor and the pressure
accumulator in a case where the target flow rate is greater
than the maximum discharge flow rate.
[0011] According to this method, the gas is mainly sup-
plied by the compressor. However, at the time of a peak
of a required gas supply amount, the gas is also supplied
from the pressure accumulator. Thus, the volume of the
compressor is not necessarily large, so that the compres-
sor can be downsized. Since the pressure accumulator
is used only for assistance at the time of the peak, the
volume is not necessarily large and the design pressure
is not necessarily high. Thus, the structure is not compli-
cated for resistance to the pressure.
[0012] In the gas supply method of the present inven-
tion, in a case where the target flow rate is greater than
the maximum discharge flow rate, a flow rate of the gas
to be supplied to the tank from the compressor may be
fixed and a flow rate of the gas to be supplied to the tank
from the pressure accumulator may be regulated, so that
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the total flow rate of the gas to be supplied to the tank
matches with the target flow rate.
[0013] According to this method, the ability of the com-
pressor is utilized to a maximum extent. Thus, the volume
of the pressure accumulator is not increased, so that the
pressure accumulator with a small and simple structure
can be utilized.
[0014] According to the present invention, a gas supply
apparatus that supplies a gas to a tank includes a volume-
controllable compressor that compresses the gas to be
supplied to the tank, a pressure accumulator arranged
in parallel to the compressor, the pressure accumulator
being capable of storing the gas compressed by the com-
pressor, a pressure accumulator control valve that reg-
ulates a flow rate of the gas flowing out from the pressure
accumulator, a flowmeter that detects a flow rate of the
gas to be supplied to the tank, a filling pressure meter
that detects a pressure of the gas to be supplied to the
tank, and a control device that controls the volume of the
compressor and an opening degree of the pressure ac-
cumulator control valve, and the control device deter-
mines a relationship between a filling pressure that
serves as a pressure of the gas to be supplied to the tank
and a target flow rate that serves as a target value of a
flow rate of the gas to be supplied to the tank before
supplying the gas to the tank from the compressor, de-
termines the target flow rate based on the pressure de-
tected by the filling pressure meter, closes the pressure
accumulator control valve and supplies the gas to the
tank only from the compressor in a case where the target
flow rate is equal to or less than a maximum discharge
flow rate of the compressor, and opens the pressure ac-
cumulator control valve and supplies the gas to the tank
from the compressor and the pressure accumulator in a
case where the target flow rate is greater than the max-
imum discharge flow rate.
[0015] According to this configuration, the ability of the
compressor is utilized to a maximum extent and only a
part that exceeds the ability of the compressor is supple-
mented by the pressure accumulator. Thus, the size of
the compressor and the pressure accumulator is not in-
creased. Since there is no need for increasing the design
pressure of the pressure accumulator, the structure of
the pressure accumulator can be simplified.
[0016] It should be noted that the compressor may
have a return line that provides communication between
the discharge side and the suction side, a volume regu-
lating valve whose opening degree is regulatable may
be provided in the return line, and the fact that the target
flow rate reaches the maximum discharge flow rate of
the compressor may be determined by the fact that the
volume regulating valve is totally closed. The rotation
number of the compressor may be controllable, and the
fact that the target flow rate reaches the maximum dis-
charge flow rate of the compressor may be determined
by the fact that the rotation number becomes the maxi-
mum rotation number,
[0017] The gas supply apparatus of the present inven-

tion includes a plurality of pressure accumulators that
includes the pressure accumulator, and the pressure ac-
cumulators may be arranged in parallel to each other and
store gases at different pressures from each other, and
the control device may supply the gas to the tank from
any one of the pressure accumulators in accordance with
the pressure detected by the filling pressure meter.
[0018] According to this configuration, the volume of
the pressure accumulators can be reduced and some of
the pressure accumulators may have a high pressure.
The volume of the compressor can also be more down-
sized.
[0019] In the gas supply apparatus of the present in-
vention, the compressor may be a reciprocating com-
pressor, and the gas supply apparatus may have a nozzle
that fits an in-vehicle tank mounted in a fuel cell-powered
vehicle.

[Effect of the Invention]

[0020] As described above, according to the present
invention, at the time of the peak of the required gas
supply amount, the compressor is assisted by the pres-
sure accumulator. Thus, the volume of the compressor
is not necessarily large and the volume of the pressure
accumulator is also not necessarily large. Therefore, the
compressor can be downsized and the design pressure
of the pressure accumulator can be reduced.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[0021]

[FIG. 1] A schematic configuration diagram of a gas
supply apparatus of a first embodiment of the present
invention.
[FIG. 2] A flowchart of gas supply by the gas supply
apparatus of FIG. 1.
[FIG. 3] A view showing a relationship between a
filling pressure and a target flow rate in the gas supply
apparatus of FIG. 1.
[FIG. 4] A schematic configuration diagram of a gas
supply apparatus of a second embodiment of the
present invention.
[FIG. 5] A view showing a relationship between a
filling pressure and a target flow rate in the gas supply
apparatus of FIG. 4.

[Modes for Carrying out the Invention]

[0022] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present inven-
tion will be described with reference to the drawings. FIG.
1 shows a gas supply apparatus 1 according to a first
embodiment of the present invention. The gas supply
apparatus 1 is an apparatus mainly for supplying a hy-
drogen gas into an in-vehicle tank 3 of a fuel cell-powered
vehicle 2. The gas supply apparatus 1 includes a com-
pressor 4, a pressure accumulator 5, a cooler 6, and an
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initial filling reservoir 7.
[0023] The compressor 4 is a reciprocating compres-
sor and includes a compressor main body 8, and a motor
9 that serves as a motor for driving the compressor main
body 8. The compressor main body 8 suctions and com-
presses the hydrogen gas from a hydrogen supply
source, and supplies the compressed hydrogen gas to
the cooler 6 via a supply line 10.
[0024] The pressure accumulator 5 is arranged in par-
allel to the compressor 4 with respect to the cooler 6, and
connected to the cooler 6 via the supply line 10. For this,
the supply line 10 includes a compressor-exclusive por-
tion 10a through which only the hydrogen gas discharged
from the compressor 4 passes, a pressure accumulator-
exclusive portion 10b through which only the hydrogen
gas flowing into the pressure accumulator 5 and the hy-
drogen gas flowing out from the pressure accumulator 5
pass, and a shared portion 10c through which both the
hydrogen gas from the compressor 4 and the hydrogen
gas from the pressure accumulator 5 pass.
[0025] The gas supply apparatus 1 has a return line
11 that branches from the compressor-exclusive portion
10a of the supply line 10 and is connected to a suction
flow passage of the compressor 4. A volume regulating
valve 12 whose opening degree is regulatable is provided
in the return line 11, and the return line connects a suction
port and a discharge port of the compressor main body
8 via the volume regulating valve 12. By opening this
volume regulating valve 12, a part of the hydrogen gas
discharged from the compressor main body 8 can be
returned to the suction port of the compressor main body
8. Thereby, a flow rate of the gas discharged from the
compressor main body 8 (volume of the compressor 4)
can be substantially regulated.
[0026] A pressure accumulation device 50 includes the
pressure accumulator 5, a pressure accumulator control
valve 13, and an accumulated pressure meter 14. The
pressure accumulator 5 stores the high-pressure hydro-
gen gas discharged by the compressor 4. The pressure
accumulator control valve 13 whose opening degree is
regulatable is provided in the pressure accumulator-ex-
clusive portion 10b in the vicinity of the pressure accu-
mulator 5. The accumulated pressure meter 14 is con-
nected to the pressure accumulator 5, and the accumu-
lated pressure meter 14 detects a pressure Pt of the hy-
drogen gas in the pressure accumulator 5.
[0027] A supply blocking valve 15 and a flowmeter 16
that detects a flow rate Fd of the hydrogen gas are pro-
vided in the shared portion 10c of the supply line 10. The
cooler 6 and the in-vehicle tank 3 of the fuel cell-powered
vehicle 2 are connected by a filling line 17 and a flexible
hose 18. A filling blocking valve 19 is provided in the filling
line 17, and the filling line is connected to the flexible
hose 18 by an emergency separation coupler 20 provided
in a terminal end thereof. The emergency separation cou-
pler 20 is formed as a brittle portion that is weaker than
the tensile strength of the flexible hose 18. When the
flexible hose 18 is pulled and a large tensile force is ap-

plied to the emergency separation coupler 20, the emer-
gency separation coupler is divided into two parts, so that
the filling line 17 and the flexible hose 18 are separated.
A blocking valve is provided in the two parts of the emer-
gency separation coupler 20, so that the hydrogen gas
is prevented from leaking out from the tank 3 and the
filling line 17.
[0028] An initial filling line 21 connected to the initial
filling reservoir 7 branches from a part between the filling
blocking valve 19 and the coupler 20 of the filling line 17.
Further, a filling pressure meter 22 that detects a filling
pressure Pd of the hydrogen gas to be equated as a
pressure in the in-vehicle tank 3 is provided in the filling
line 17. An initial filling open/close valve 23 is provided
in the initial filling line 21. A nozzle 24 that fits the in-
vehicle tank 3 of the fuel cell-powered vehicle 2 is pro-
vided in a leading end of the flexible hose 18.
[0029] The gas supply apparatus 1 has a thermometer
25 that detects an external air temperature Ta, and a
control device 26 into which detection signals of the ac-
cumulated pressure meter 14, the flowmeter 16, the filling
pressure meter 22, and the thermometer 25 are inputted.
The control device 26 controls start-up and stoppage of
the compressor 4 and the cooler 6, and also controls
open/close of the volume regulating valve 12, the pres-
sure accumulator control valve 13, the supply blocking
valve 15, the filling blocking valve 19, and the initial filling
open/close valve 23.
[0030] In the present embodiment, when the tank 3 is
filled with the hydrogen gas, there is a need for filling the
pressure accumulator 5 of the pressure accumulation de-
vice 50 with the high-pressure hydrogen gas in advance.
The pressure accumulator 5 is filled with the hydrogen
gas by operating the compressor 8 in a state where the
supply blocking valve 15 is closed and the pressure ac-
cumulator control valve 13 is opened, compressing the
hydrogen gas supplied from the hydrogen supply source,
and supplying the compressed hydrogen gas to the pres-
sure accumulator 5 of the pressure accumulation device
50. When the pressure detected by the pressure meter
14 reaches a predetermined pressure value, the pres-
sure accumulator control valve 13 is closed and the filling
of the pressure accumulator 5 with the hydrogen gas is
finished.
[0031] FIG. 2 is a view showing a flow of filling the tank
2 with the hydrogen gas. In the present embodiment,
Steps S1 to S3 are flow rate determination steps required
for determining a target flow rate Qs (Pd). Steps S4 to
S10 are flow rate control steps of regulating the flow rate
of the hydrogen gas to be supplied to the in-vehicle tank
3. At the time of filling of the hydrogen gas, the gas supply
apparatus 1 firstly opens the initial filling open/close valve
23 for a predetermined short time in a state where the
filling blocking valve 19 is closed and instantaneously
supplies the high-pressure hydrogen gas from the initial
filling reservoir 7 to the tank 3 in Step S1 (called as the
"pulse filling").
[0032] In Step S2, by the control device 26, based on
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the external air temperature Ta detected by the thermom-
eter 25, the temperature being obtained at the time of
the pulse filling and an increase rate of the filling pressure
Pd detected by the filling pressure meter 22, an estimate
value of the volume of the in-vehicle tank 3 is determined
by the known method.
[0033] Next, in Step S3, in accordance with the derived
volume of the in-vehicle tank 3, the pressure detected by
the filling pressure meter 22, and the external air tem-
perature detected by the thermometer 25, a pressure in-
crease rate and a pressure value in a final stage are
derived based on SAE Standard J2601, and further, a
relationship between the pressure of the hydrogen gas
scheduled to be supplied and the target flow rate Qs is
determined. As described above, in this gas supply ap-
paratus 1, the filling pressure Pd detected by the filling
pressure meter 22 is treated as the pressure inside the
in-vehicle tank 3. Thus, the target flow rate Qs is shown
as Qs (Pd) as a value uniquely determined from the filling
pressure
[0034] Pd.
[0035] FIG. 3 shows one example of the target flow
rate Qs (Pd). The target flow rate Qs (Pd) is set to be
gradually increased from the filling start time and gradu-
ally reduced toward the filling finish time. A maximum
flow rate Q2 of the target flow rate Qs (Pd) is set in ac-
cordance with the volume of the in-vehicle tank 3. That
is, with a pressure P0 of the pressure (filling pressure
Pd) of the in-vehicle tank 3 at the time of starting the filling
of the hydrogen gas, a pressure P2 to be filled at the end,
and a pressure P1 between the above pressures, the
target flow rate Qs (Pd) draws a curve of Qs (P0) = Qs
(P2) = 0, Qs (P1) = Q2. By regulating the flow rate of the
hydrogen gas in such a way, the hydrogen gas can be
promptly filled while suppressing a radial temperature
increase in the in-vehicle tank 3.
[0036] It should be noted that FIG. 3 shows a maximum
discharge flow rate Q1 (flow rate at the time of totally
closing the volume regulating valve 12) of the compres-
sor 4, and corresponding values of the filling pressure
Pd are Pv1 and Pv2. The pressure values Pv1 and Pv2
with the target flow rate Qs (Pd) being the maximum dis-
charge flow rate Q1 are changed depending on the vol-
ume of the in-vehicle tank 3 or the like. It should be noted
that in reality, the maximum discharge flow rate Q1 is
slightly changed according to the filling pressure Pd.
However, for simplicity, the maximum discharge flow rate
Q1 is regarded as a fixed value.
[0037] Returning to FIG. 2, next, the supply blocking
valve 15 and the filling blocking valve 19 are opened and
the hydrogen compressed in the compressor 4 is sent
out toward the in-vehicle tank 3 from the compressor 4
in Step S4. The control device 26 regulates the opening
degree of the volume control valve 12 for example by
PID control that feedbacks a difference between the flow
rate Fd and the target flow rate Qs (Pd) in such a manner
that the flow rate Fd detected by the flowmeter 16 match-
es with the target flow rate Qs (Pd) determined in Step S3.

[0038] Specifically, in a case where the actually meas-
ured flow rate Fd is greater than the target flow rate Qs
(Pd) at the filling pressure Pd of that time, the opening
degree of the volume regulating valve 12 is increased in
order to reduce the flow rate of the hydrogen gas supplied
from the compressor 4. Conversely, in a case where the
actual flow rate Fd is less than the target flow rate Qs
(Pd) of that time, the opening degree of the volume reg-
ulating valve 12 is decreased in order to increase the flow
rate of the hydrogen gas supplied from the compressor 4.
[0039] In next Step S5, the apparatus stands by until
the target flow rate Qs (Pd) reaches the maximum dis-
charge flow rate Q1 of the compressor 4. That is, until
the target flow rate Qs (Pd) reaches the maximum dis-
charge flow rate Q1, the hydrogen gas is supplied to the
in-vehicle tank 3 only by the compressor 4 whose volume
is regulated by the volume regulating valve 12. It should
be noted that the maximum discharge flow rate Q1 is
arbitrarily set in accordance with the ability of the com-
pressor 4 of supplying the hydrogen gas, and does not
need to be the same value as that of the specification of
the compressor 4. It should be noted that the fact that
the target flow rate Qs (Pd) reaches the maximum dis-
charge flow rate Q1 is determined by the fact that the
volume regulating valve 12 is totally closed (fact that a
total close command is issued from the control device 26
to the volume regulating valve 12).
[0040] When the target flow rate Qs (Pd) reaches the
maximum discharge flow rate Q1, the flow proceeds to
Step S6 and opening degree control of the pressure ac-
cumulator control valve 13 is started. When the pressure
accumulator control valve 13 is opened, the hydrogen
gas stored in the pressure accumulator 5 flows into the
supply line 10. That is, the hydrogen gas is supplied from
the compressor 4 and the hydrogen gas is supplied from
the pressure accumulator 5 at the same time. The open-
ing degree of the pressure accumulator control valve 13
is regulated for example by the PID control by the control
device 26 in such a manner that the flow rate Fd detected
by the flowmeter 16 matches with the target flow rate Qs
(Pd). At this time, the target flow rate Qs (Pd) is equal to
or greater than the maximum discharge flow rate Q1.
Thus, the volume regulating valve 12 is totally closed and
the discharge flow rate of the compressor 4 is maintained
to be the maximum discharge flow rate Q1. That is, reg-
ulation of the flow rate Fd depends only on the pressure
accumulator control valve 13.
[0041] Specifically, in a case where the actually meas-
ured flow rate Fd is greater than the target flow rate Qs
(Pd) at the filling pressure Pd of that time, the opening
degree of the pressure accumulator control valve 13 is
decreased in order to reduce the flow rate of the hydrogen
gas supplied from the pressure accumulator 5. Con-
versely, in a case where the actual flow rate Fd is less
than the target flow rate Qs (Pd) of that time, the opening
degree of the pressure accumulator control valve 13 is
increased in order to increase the flow rate of the hydro-
gen gas supplied from the pressure accumulator 5.
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[0042] As shown in FIG. 3, the target flow rate Qs (Pd)
is increased in accordance with an increase in the filling
pressure immediately after starting the opening degree
control of the pressure accumulator control valve 13.
However, when the filling pressure Pd reaches P1, the
target flow rate becomes the maximum value Q2, and
then is reduced in accordance with the increase in the
filling pressure Pd. Thus, in next Step S7, the apparatus
stands by until the target flow rate Qs (Pd) becomes the
maximum value Q2 and then is reduced to the maximum
discharge flow rate Q1 of the compressor 4. That is, until
the target flow rate Qs (Pd) becomes equal to or less
than the maximum discharge flow rate Q1, an amount of
the hydrogen gas that corresponds to a difference be-
tween the target flow rate Qs (Pd) and the maximum dis-
charge flow rate Q1 is supplied from the pressure accu-
mulator 5 via the pressure accumulator control valve 13.
[0043] When the target flow rate Qs (Pd) is reduced to
the maximum discharge flow rate Q1, the flow proceeds
to Step S8, the pressure accumulator control valve 13 is
closed, and the opening degree control is finished.
[0044] In Step S9, the apparatus stands by until the
filling pressure Pd reaches the filling finishing pressure
P2. In this period, the target flow rate Qs (Pd) is equal to
or less than the maximum discharge flow rate Q1. Thus,
the opening degree of the volume regulating valve 12 is
regulated by the control device 26 in such a manner that
the actual flow rate Fd becomes the target flow rate Qs
(Pd).
[0045] When the filling pressure Pd reaches the filling
finishing pressure P2, the operation of the compressor 4
is stopped and the supply of the hydrogen gas is finished
in Step S10. Alternatively, the operation of the compres-
sor 4 may be continued, and a step of closing the supply
blocking valve 15 to stop the supply of the hydrogen gas
to the in-vehicle tank 3 and opening the pressure accu-
mulator control valve 13 to supply the hydrogen gas to
the pressure accumulator 13 may be started.
[0046] As described above, in the gas supply appara-
tus 1 of the present embodiment, only in a case where
the target flow rate Qs (Pd) exceeds the maximum dis-
charge flow rate Q1 of the compressor 4, an amount of
the hydrogen gas that exceeds the maximum discharge
flow rate Q1 is supplied from the pressure accumulator
5. In the gas supply apparatus 1, in comparison to a gas
supply apparatus that has only a compressor, the max-
imum discharge flow rate of the hydrogen gas to be sup-
plied form the compressor 4 can be suppressed, so that
the compressor 4 can be downsized. By adopting the
small-volume compressor 4, the gas supply apparatus 1
can be inexpensively provided. Since the high-pressure
hydrogen gas is supplied only by the compressor 4, there
is no need for excessively boosting the pressure of the
hydrogen gas stored in the pressure accumulator 5, so
that the design pressure of the pressure accumulator 5
can be suppressed low. As a result, the structure of the
pressure accumulator 5 can be simplified. Since the hy-
drogen gas is supplied by mainly using the compressor

4, the volume of the pressure accumulator 5 is not nec-
essarily large.
[0047] It should be noted that as described above, the
target flow rate Qs (Pd) is set in accordance with the
volume of the in-vehicle tank 3. Therefore, in a case
where the volume of the in-vehicle tank 3 is extremely
small, there is a possibility that the maximum value Q2
of the target flow rate Qs (Pd) becomes a flow rate that
is smaller than the maximum discharge flow rate Q1 of
the compressor 4. In that case, the hydrogen gas may
be supplied by not using the pressure accumulator 5 but
using only the compressor 4.
[0048] Next, FIG. 4 shows a gas supply apparatus 1a
according to a second embodiment of the present inven-
tion. In the description of the present embodiment, the
same constituent elements as those of the first embodi-
ment will be given the same reference numerals and
overlapping elements will not be described.
[0049] The gas supply apparatus 1a of the present em-
bodiment includes a plurality of pressure accumulation
devices arranged in parallel to each other, that is, a first
pressure accumulation device 50a, a second pressure
accumulation device 50b, and a third pressure accumu-
lation device 50c. The first pressure accumulation device
50a has a first pressure accumulator 5a, a first pressure
accumulator control valve 13a, and an accumulated pres-
sure meter 14a. The second pressure accumulation de-
vice 50b has a second pressure accumulator 5b, a sec-
ond pressure accumulator control valve 13b, and an ac-
cumulated pressure meter 14b. The third pressure accu-
mulation device 50c has a third pressure accumulator
5c, a third pressure accumulator control valve 13c, and
an accumulated pressure meter 14c. The first pressure
accumulator 5a, the second pressure accumulator 5b,
and the third pressure accumulator 5c are arranged in
parallel to each other and connected to the pressure ac-
cumulator-exclusive portion 10b of the supply line 10 via
the respectively corresponding first, second, and third
pressure accumulator control valves 13a, 13b, 13c. The
corresponding accumulated pressure meters 14a, 14b,
14c are individually provided in the first to third pressure
accumulators 5a, 5b, 5c. In the present embodiment, a
higher-pressure hydrogen gas than that of the first pres-
sure accumulator 5a is stored in the second pressure
accumulator 5b, and a higher-pressure hydrogen gas
than that of the second pressure accumulator 5b is stored
in the third pressure accumulator 5c.
[0050] In the gas supply apparatus 1a of the present
embodiment, the electric power is supplied from an in-
verter 27 to the motor 9 of the compressor 4. The control
device 26 regulates the discharge flow rate of the com-
pressor 4 by changing an output frequency of the inverter
27.
[0051] In the present embodiment, as well as the first
embodiment, the target flow rate Qs (Pd) is set by esti-
mating the volume of the in-vehicle tank 3, and the hy-
drogen gas is firstly supplied to the in-vehicle tank 3 only
from the compressor 4. When the target flow rate Qs (Pd)
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reaches the maximum discharge flow rate Q1, only an
opening degree of the first pressure accumulator control
valve 13a is firstly controlled. It should be noted that the
fact that the target flow rate Qs (Pd) reaches the maxi-
mum discharge flow rate Q1 is determined by the fact
that the rotation number of the compressor reaches the
rotation number of the compressor 4 that corresponds to
the maximum discharge flow rate Q1 (maximum rotation
number) (fact that a command to rotate by the maximum
rotation number is issued from the control device 26 to
the inverter 27, that is, the motor 9 of the compressor 4).
When the filling pressure Pd is increased and reaches a
predetermined first switching pressure Ps1, the first pres-
sure accumulator control valve 13a is closed and opening
degree control of the second pressure accumulator con-
trol valve 13b is started. When the filling pressure Pd is
further increased and reaches a predetermined second
switching pressure Ps2, the second pressure accumula-
tor control valve 13b is closed and opening degree control
of the third pressure accumulator control valve 13c is
started. It should be noted that the first switching pressure
Ps1 and the second switching pressure Ps2 are values
that are optimized in accordance with the pressures and
the volumes of the pressure accumulators 5a, 5b, 5c. For
example, the first switching pressure Ps1 is 40 MPa, and
the second switching pressure Ps2 is 60 MPa.
[0052] FIG. 5 shows a relationship between the target
flow rate Qs (Pd), and the first switching pressure Ps1
and the second switching pressure Ps2. In the present
embodiment, while the filling pressure Pd is from the
pressure Pv1 with the target flow rate Qs (Pd) being the
maximum discharge flow rate Q1 to the first switching
pressure Ps1, only the first pressure accumulator 5a sup-
plies an amount of the hydrogen gas that is a shortage
of the compressor 4. While the filling pressure Pd is from
the first switching pressure Ps1 to the second switching
pressure Ps2, only the second pressure accumulator 5b
assists the compressor 4. While the filling pressure is
from the second switching pressure Ps2 to the pressure
Pv2 with the target flow rate Qs (Pd) being the maximum
discharge flow rate Q1, only the third pressure accumu-
lator 5c supplements the compressor 4.
[0053] It should be noted that the target flow rate Qs
(Pd) is also set in accordance with the volume of the in-
vehicle tank 3 in the present embodiment. Thus, the pres-
sures Pv1 and Pv2 with the target flow rate Qs (Pd) being
the maximum discharge flow rate Q1 are changed in ac-
cordance with the volume of the in-vehicle tank 3. There-
fore, the first pressure accumulator 5a may be not used
in a case where the pressure Pv1 is higher than the first
switching pressure Ps1, and the third pressure accumu-
lator 5c may be not used in a case where the pressure
Pv2 is lower than the second switching pressure Ps2.
[0054] By providing the plurality of pressure accumu-
lators 5a, 5b, 5c as in the present embodiment, the vol-
umes of the pressure accumulators 5a, 5b, 5c can be
respectively reduced. By varying use pressure ranges of
the pressure accumulators 5a, 5b, 5c, pressure resist-

ance of the low-pressure pressure accumulators 5a, 5b
is lowered and the pressure accumulators can be inex-
pensively formed. Since the volume of the high-pressure
pressure accumulator 5c is not necessarily large, the
structure is simple and inexpensive. Further, since pres-
sure changes of the pressure accumulators 5a, 5b, 5c
are small, the precision of flow rate control is enhanced.
The number of the pressure accumulators may be two,
four, or more.
[0055] In the first embodiment, the discharge flow rate
of the hydrogen gas from the compressor main body 8
may be controlled by an inverter. In the second embod-
iment, as well as the first embodiment, the discharge flow
rate of the hydrogen gas from the compressor main body
8 may be regulated by using the volume regulating valve.
In the above embodiments, the reciprocating compressor
is used as the compressor 4. However, other types of
compressors such as an ionic compressor may be used.

[Description of the Reference Numerals]

[0056]

1, 1a: Gas supply apparatus
3: Tank
4: Compressor
5, 5a, 5b, 5c: Pressure accumulator
7: Initial filling reservoir
12: Volume regulating valve
13, 13a, 13b, 13c: Pressure accumulator control
valve
22: Filling pressure meter
24: Nozzle
26: Control device
27: Inverter

Claims

1. A gas supply method in which a gas is supplied to a
tank by using a compressor and a pressure accu-
mulator arranged in parallel to the compressor, the
pressure accumulator being capable of storing the
gas compressed by the compressor, comprising:

a flow rate determination step of determining a
relationship between a filling pressure that
serves as a pressure of the gas to be supplied
to the tank and a target flow rate that serves as
a target value of a flow rate of the gas to be
supplied to the tank before supplying the gas to
the tank from the compressor; and
a flow rate control step of detecting the filling
pressure, determining the target flow rate, and
controlling the flow rate of the gas to be supplied
into the tank according to the target flow rate,
wherein
in the flow rate control step, the gas is supplied
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to the tank only from the compressor in a case
where the target flow rate is equal to or less than
a maximum discharge flow rate of the compres-
sor, and the gas is supplied to the tank from the
compressor and the pressure accumulator in a
case where the target flow rate is greater than
the maximum discharge flow rate.

2. The gas supply method according to claim 1, wherein
in a case where the target flow rate is greater than
the maximum discharge flow rate, a flow rate of the
gas to be supplied to the tank from the compressor
is fixed and a flow rate of the gas to be supplied to
the tank from the pressure accumulator is regulated,
so that the total flow rate of the gas to be supplied
to the tank matches with the target flow rate.

3. A gas supply apparatus that supplies a gas to a tank,
comprising:

a volume-controllable compressor that com-
presses the gas to be supplied to the tank;
a pressure accumulator arranged in parallel to
the compressor, the pressure accumulator be-
ing capable of storing the gas compressed by
the compressor;
a pressure accumulator control valve that regu-
lates a flow rate of the gas flowing out from the
pressure accumulator;
a flowmeter that detects a flow rate of the gas
to be supplied to the tank;
a filling pressure meter that detects a pressure
of the gas to be supplied to the tank; and
a control device that controls the volume of the
compressor and an opening degree of the pres-
sure accumulator control valve, wherein
the control device determines a relationship be-
tween a filling pressure that serves as a pressure
of the gas to be supplied to the tank and a target
flow rate that serves as a target value of a flow
rate of the gas to be supplied to the tank before
supplying the gas to the tank from the compres-
sor, determines the target flow rate based on
the pressure detected by the filling pressure me-
ter, closes the pressure accumulator control
valve and supplies the gas to the tank only from
the compressor in a case where the target flow
rate is equal to or less than a maximum dis-
charge flow rate of the compressor, and opens
the pressure accumulator control valve and sup-
plies the gas to the tank from the compressor
and the pressure accumulator in a case where
the target flow rate is greater than the maximum
discharge flow rate.

4. The gas supply apparatus according to claim 3,
wherein
the compressor has a return line that provides com-

munication between the discharge side and the suc-
tion side,
a volume regulating valve whose opening degree is
regulatable is provided in the return line, and
the fact that the target flow rate reaches the maxi-
mum discharge flow rate of the compressor is deter-
mined by the fact that the volume regulating valve is
totally closed.

5. The gas supply apparatus according to claim 3,
wherein
the rotation number of the compressor is controlla-
ble, and
the fact that the target flow rate reaches the maxi-
mum discharge flow rate of the compressor is deter-
mined by the fact that the rotation number becomes
the maximum rotation number.

6. The gas supply apparatus according to claim 3, com-
prising:

a plurality of pressure accumulators that in-
cludes the pressure accumulator, wherein
the pressure accumulators are arranged in par-
allel to each other and store gases at different
pressures from each other, and
the control portion supplies the gas to the tank
from any one of the pressure accumulators in
accordance with the pressure detected by the
filling pressure meter.

7. The gas supply apparatus according to claim 3,
wherein
the compressor is a reciprocating compressor.

8. The gas supply apparatus according to claim 3, hav-
ing:

a nozzle that fits an in-vehicle tank mounted in
a fuel cell-powered vehicle.
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